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Funding approved
BY JON DAIGNEAULT

THE JAWS OF ELLENSBURG-Fireman Ron Brown holds
Ellensburg's new "Jaws of Life." Technically called the Hurst Rescue
Tool, the Jaws can exert 12,000 pounds of pressure-enough to ffip a
car. It is used to free victims trapped in automobile accidents.

Central's Board of Trustees met
last Friday to give the go-ahead on
the appropriation of over $40
million that the state legislature
budgeted for Central's operating
costs for the next two years. The
new biennial budget, while nearly
$400,000 more than that authorized for the last two years, calls for
a half-million dollar reduction in
instruction support and a drop of
close to $150,000 in money available for student services.
The administration was given the
green light to increase the legisla, ture-authorized faculty and civil
service salaries. The salary hikes
are expected to average 5.7 per
cent for faculty and 5.5 per cent for
those on the administration staff.
Student tuition rates were upped
as part of the legislative budget
package.
The legislature has
projected that full time on-campus
enrollment will be down from last
year. The trustee budget also calls
for the elimination of 23 faculty
positions.
A students' requested transfer of
funds into the Student and Activitie's fund was considered but denied. President Brooks' budget
proposals to ·keep those momes
within the athletic department
were eventually accepted by the
trustees.
Sfuaentactlvity TeeSltllose fees
paid by all students enrolled at
Central) are cnanneled- mto stUdent-oriented activities a~d programs.
The newly approved
budget has caused those fees to
escalate to $29.00 per quarter, an
increase of $1.50.

Budget to be appropriated
BY JON DAIGNEAULT
The Central budget committee is
in the process of prioritizing the
more than $40 million operating
. budget that the state legislature
has set to cover the next two
years. Although the budget is
nearly $400,000 more than the

amount alloted for the last two
years, university officials have
indicated that the extra money
will be lost due to increases in
fixed costs.
Business Affairs Vice President
Courtney Jones says that the new
budget "will bring pressures on
the instruction and student ser-

vices areas of the budget and
cause some impact on staffing
levels." Exact determination of
staffing levels has not been com-pleted, however.
~
·
-::
Nearly $3 million has been authorized for the construction of
buildings, safety deficiencie~
within buildings, building modifications to accommodate handicapped persons and miscellaneous
renovations.
Also called for in the new budget
is the increase of student tuition
and fee levels, which for full time
resident students, will raise the
current annual cost from $507 to
$591.
Out-or-state student
costs will jump to $624 for the
coming school year.
University officials have expressed concern that a tuition hike
of such magnitude may have ~
detrimental effect on the enrollment of out-of-state students.
,..
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Bargain Table

Fourteen of the sixteen eligible
areas for Student Activity monies
had their budgets cut collectively
to the tune of $29,000 less than last
-year's budget. The bulk of the
money that was taken from the 14
student organizations was given to
the men's and women's athletic
departments, as proposed by President Brooks' budget request.
The board meeting was attended
by Don Broughton, Ellensburg,
Sterling Munro, Wenatchee,
James Hogan, Yakima and Linda
Clifton, Ephrata.
The Board of Trustees was
selected , for the most part, after
Governor Ray was elected. Discussion between the board and
administrators concerning the issue of approving the faculty salaries prompted Hogan to say, "Well,
you appreciate that this board is
relatively new and they've got a
heck of a lot of education to face
with themselves. These problems
are within our pen. We do see
these problems and we want to
face up to these problems. We do
want to sit down with you, but we
don't want to be twisted and
cornered and tol~ that we're going
to do this. We want to do it in an
orderly fashion and we want to be
fair with you and your faculty
br9thers and sisters. We want to
be fair with the administrat-ion~ -

We want to be fair with the
members of the student body."
Hogan did, however, later present
the motion that was ·l ater approved by the board to raise faculty
salaries.
Chairwoman Clifton made these
remarks concerning the board's
unfamiliaritv with the issues that
confronted them, saying, "I feel
· very much in a box of time, that
I've had no input into that budget.
I'm forced to simply say all right ,
I know that I don't understand it.
I've asked as many questions as I
could think of and even knowing
which questions to ask is difficult
because you look at a budget
and unless you know something
about the institution, $5,000 or
$10,000 in a slot, doesn't mean
anything to you."
Clifton said that the board
members were pressed for time
because if tlJey didn't act swiftly to
approve the budgets, money
would be lost.
Clifton added,
"... there was no way to table the
motion of faculty salaries- to look
at it critically. You have to start
spending money. We're into the
new biennium already. The legislature has already said you can't
spend the money until you adopt
the budget. I don't know how
many days' authorization they've
given us, but it's not much".

Prof seminar held
BY KAY CORY
With 1,259 participants selected
from stiff competition, the fifth
year of the National Endowment
for the Humanities Summer Seminars for College Teachers program is now under way. Participants for this year's 106 Summer
Seminars come from each of the 50
states, the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico.
A~ong the participants are .
Robert M. Benton, Department of
English;Harriet Dolphin, Department of Art; Henry J. Eickoff,
Department of Music;and Roberta
Ostine-Canacho, Department of
Foreign Languages; all of which
are representing Central.
The Summer Seminars For
College Teachers program provides opportunities for college
faculty in undergraduate and twoyear colleges to work in their
areas of interest under the direction of a distinguished scholar and
to have available the resources of a
library suitable for advanced
study.
·
Through research, reflection and
discussion with seminar directors
and their colleagues, twelve Summer Seminar participants in each
of the 106 Summer Seminars have
an opportunity to sharpen their
understanding of their discipli.ne
and improve their abilities to
convey
this knowledge
to college
.

students. The college teachers
selected to attend the seminars
pafl,fclpate fully In the work of the
seminar, complete seminar assignments and pursue personal studies
of their own choosing. This year's
Summer Seminars are offered in
twenty-four disciplines covering
broad areas of humanitites studies
including history, literature, language and linguistics, political
science; philosophy and social
sciences.
Robert M. Benton will be
attending a seminar of the topic of
"History of the American West:
The New Humanistic Intepretation". The speaker will be W.
Turrentine Jackson from the University of California at Davis.
Harriet Dolphin will be attending a seminar on the topic of
"Architecture and Symbolic Form:
The Building of the Capital of the
United States." The speaker will
be Egon Verheyen from Johns
Hopkins University located in
~alti!!!_ore, Maryla!Jd.
__ . ____ _
Henry J. Eickoff will be attending · a seminar about "Johann
Sebastian Bach". The speaker will
be Christoph Wolff from Harvard
University.
· Also attending will be Roberto
6stine-Canacho, at the seminar
covering the topic of "Written and
Oral Traditions in Hispanic Literature". The speaker will be Elias L.
Rivers from the University of
California a Berkeley.

OUR QUALITY· AN-D ·PRICES
CAN'T BE BEAT

2~88

- ~ 2% MILK 67' V2 gal

*GRADE A MILK

* PASTJHO\!O MILK

66'V2 gal
67' V2 gal

Open Mon day thru Saturday
1 pm-7 pm

----Winegar's •&••
Food coupons
accepted

411 w. 1&t• •• 121-1121

located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson' Pavilion·
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·w omen divided on issues
BY LORETTA SAARINEN
The Washington State Conferee for Women held on Central's
campus last weekend drew approximately 4,280 women from
across the State. The federallyfunded conference was held to
discuss women's issues and select
delegates for the National convenion to be held in Houston this
November.
The purpose of the Women's
Conference was to convene all
women in Washington State, identify barriers against women, recommend action and select 24
delegates to the National Conference which will be held in Houston,
Texas this November. The National Commission on the Observance of International Women's
Year. Each state in the Union will
hold a similar conference. Results
of the National Conference will be
reported to the President of the
United States and the 95th Congress.
Last Friday, the opening day of
the conference, approximately
2,000 women, many of whom were
affiliated with either the Morman
or other church denominations,
converged unexpectedly on Ellensburg to form a conservative
coalition concerning the issues and
the candidates to be elected. to the
national conference.
Susan
Roylance of·Kennewick, the representative of the coalition was
quoted in the · Daily Re~rd. as
saying that her group advocates a
viewpoint "not. represented adequately" and that the group came
to represent "the needs of motherhood and children."
The conservative coalition of
Christian women set themselves
apart from the ma·s s of women by
wearing blue and white ribbons,

while participating in the workshops held on Satur~ay.
The
workshops held on Saturday morning had information and res9urce
people covering 80 different topics. Each workshop was held twice
so that women could attend different workshops to get an overview
and introduction to issues raised
within the state.
The wellat.tened workshop's covered such
topic's as employment, women in
the media, position of influence,
grant writing, gay parenting and
lesbian rights.
Several lesbian women reported
that their workshops on lesbian
rights and on gay parenting had
been disrupted by ·a large Mormon
crowd claiming homosexuality is
1 perversion.
· Action workshops were held
Saturday afternoon so participants
could have time for 'open discussion. Resolution and action proposals were made then.
A growing rift between the two
factions over the Equal Rights
Amendment was evident. The
Equal Rights Ammendment is
three states away from being
ratified and added to the United
States Constitution. The proposed
amendment reads: "Equality of
rights under the law shall n0t be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of sex." The pro-ERA women cut
their slate of 48 candidates to 24 in
an attempt to get their delegates
elected over the opposition, consisting of mainly Christian women.
A pro-ERA rally was held
Saturday eyening at Barto Hall to
organize support before the opening of the polls that evening at 8:00
pm.
The official outcome of the
election of delegates to Houston
has not yet been determined.

Eighty women who's identification
was not adequate enough to determine residency were allowed- to
vote, but their ballots were not
added into the total, according to
Mary James from Central's Womens' Center. The election committee will meet" this week-end
with neutral observers and legal
representatives to determine the
validity of the eighty votes. There
is a possibility of both pro-and
anti-ERA delegates being selected
for the national convention.
A large plenary session was held
on Sunday in Nicholson Pavilion to
deal with issues and to vote on the
proposed resolutions. Only six out
of the 25 major resolutions were
brought up for vote on the floor of
sent as the resolutions of Washington State's women to the national
conference.
The·ERA vote taken on the tloor
of the conference, containing a
resolution from the Third World
Women's Caucus, was not accepted. The resolution included such
diverse topics as: treaty rights,
migrant workers, child care~ bil- ;
ingual education and the overturning of the Bakke decision, a
Supreme Court decision which
said that reverse discrimination
had occurred. The resolution was
voted down because in it they had
down because in it they had
inserted the ERA. It was a close
vote on the resolution, with many
of the women who were conservatively abstaining, after a vote was
taken to extend the adjournment
of the meeting past its four o'clock
deadline.
The conference ended with the
supporters fo the Third World
Women's Caucus singing "We
Shall overcome," as the rest of the
women filed out.

KCAC takes Action
Kittitas County Action Council
staff, board members and friends
have finished up a petition drive
for Initiative 345. Our local goal of
3,000 signatures was exceeded and
on a state wide level there are, as
of this writing, 152,000 signatures.
This successful initiative effort
will assure voters a chance to vote
for the repeal of the sa. .> tax from
food this November.
This is
highly regressive and should be removed.
The Action Council has revised
its senior citizen outreach program
in line with the opinions expressed
by the county's elderly at public
hearings and planning meetings.
· This is a continuinl!' oroITTam using
funds from the Community Services Administration and the Area
Agency on Aging.
The Home Weatherization/
Energy Conservation/ Alternative
Energy Program is continuing as
before with various projects aimed

at insulating low income homes,
building solar energy heating devices and investigating the use of
windn:iills to generate electricity. .
KCAC is in the process of hirin~
working crew analOoks forward to
productive months ahead.

Proiect continued
The Right to Read project for the
ten Northeast counties in th~
state has -beenrefunded for another year, according to Medardo
Delgado, the project director in
Moses Lake.
This means that the local coordinator, Gene Grunden, will be
able to continue helping people
improve their reading s~ills.
In Kittitas County there are 21
students and 16 volunteer tutors.
The students range in age from 16

Business week held
Approximately 200 to 250 high
school students are expected to
attend each of the two one week
sessions of Business Week. The
two separate sessions· are scheduled to be held from July 10
through July 16 and July 17
through July 23.
The Business Week program,
also held last summer, is designed
primarily to initiate high school
students into the world of free
enterprise.
C~ntral's Business Week program is co-sponsored by the Association of Washington Business,
the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
statewide chambers of commerce
and the Washington Secondary
School Principals Association.
Several business leaders are
slated to present special lecture

Any individual interested in
helping us with these and other
projects is encouraged to come in
and volunteer her/his time.
Credits fhrough the univer:~it_y can
also be arranged. If intereste<r.call Kelley Reid at 925-1448.

topics and lead group discussion.
A disco dance and sports activities
are also scheduled to enhance the
students on-campus recreation.
Further -information concerning
Business Week '77 may be obtained by contacting the Office of
the Presidenfln Barge Harr:

0
.

i

through 39 and are at various
stages in reading skills develop- /
ment: some are beginning readers
who were in the public schools and
have never had any successful
reading experiences; some are
English as a Second Language
students; · and about one-third are
high school dropouts who didn't
finish high school and want their
General Education Diplomas for
college entrance next fall, on for
better job opportunities.
According- to- Grunden,- a 1962
Central graduate, many current
college students are teaching in
the program as volunteers either through an independent
study class or a class project.
Recent tutors from Central include
Carla Thomas, Cindy Wright,
Georgette Edicott, Ruth Johns,
Tim Redmond and Ron Thorvilson.
Anyone interested in tutoring
should call Grunden at the Kittitas
County Action Council, 925-1448.

4'4

w.

Wednesday Qnd
V Thursday nights
~ Rib-Eye Steak, Salad and
French Bread $2.25

Buy .Qrut and get a ln.d_ for
$1 ~oo with this Coupon
expires July ~~' 1977~.s-.-

UPSET-Many women were upset when the Women's Convention
failed to ratify the Equal Rights ·Amendment. This woman broke
into tears.

I

Professor Retires

A public reception honoring
Wilfrid (Bill) Newschwander, retiring member of c ·e ntral's Chemiistry Department, will be held
from 1 to'4 pm Monday, July 18 in
the Grupe Conference Center.
Newschwander currently is the
university's senior faculty member ·
and has taught here for 38 years.
· He was honored at the June
S.Q.l!lmencement by being named

I

gra_nd marshall for the graduation
ceremonial procession.
A native of Tacoma, Newschwander earned his undergraduate
degree from Whitman College and
his doctorate from the University
of Washington. He has been active
in a number of professional organizations and regularly involved in
campus committee work.
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Editoria~Page
Robin Camgo

•

Anita ain't seen nothin' yet
I have in my possession a list of
57 known homosexuals that are
employed or reside on the Central
Washington University campus.
These people are a blight on the
good name of Central and the
American way of life. Thev are
corrupters and defilers of everything that they get their homosexual hands on and they should
be dealt with in a most severe
manner to guarantee that they do
not infest what is good and pure
about this country. We have the
greatest, freest, most unbaised
nation in the world today and I will
not put un for these unsavorv
types polluting this beautiful contfy. You know as well as· I do that
anyone can do anything that they
· want to in the United States but
what THEY do is going just one
step too far.
For example, Case Number 12:
This individual was hired by
Central in the fall of 1972 to teach
a seminar on Elementarv School
Calculus. He proceeded to con-·
taminate the thought of our in- ·
telligent, free-thinking young
adults with his homosexuality and
deviant lifestyle. This went un-·
noticed until his current semmar
on Rhododendron Farming began
to assume homosexual overtones.
This individual should be removed
from the faculty but as of this
writing nothing has been done.
Case Number 19: This person is
employed in the Office for Student
Health and Welfare and has,
according to testimony given ·io
me, used this office for establishing homosexual contacts on this
campus. This abuse and betrayal
of pure American standards is
most disgusting to the heterosexual community. After tes!i_mony was presented to me and
then shown to the head of the
department absolutely nothing
came of it. Homosexuals in such
prominent and sensitive positions
should be removed immediately tQ
insure the continuance of unpre. judiced service to the students of
Central.
Case Number 46: This person
has been an administrator for the
.past ten .years at Central. H~ is

the Dean of Cultural Affairs, an
office established in 1967 for the
purpose of exploring variou,s coJtures in the world. Little did
anyone know that homosexuality
was to be one of those cultures.
This person has explored the topic
in his classes and through his class
offerings but has examined it more
directly in his office after hours
with numerous innocent young
boys who participated in what
types polluting this beautiful conperiments. His most· prominent
affair was with Case Number 69
(who we will look at next). It is no
wonder that this department was
set up under his guidance during a
time (the late 60's) when it was
"in" to find one's self. He sure did
find himself.
Case Number 69: This individual
is employed as a staff member of
Only
this very newspaper.
recently has this person's deviant
lifestyle come to my attention. He
has participated in numerous
orgies with the Dean of Cultural
Affairs and has used his position
on this paper to spread his obscene
way of life among our upstanding
college folks.
His "cultural"

The Carter Administration's
long awaited policy statement on
American arms sales abroad is
possibly the worst idea to come
out of the White House in a Jong
time.
Candidate Carter campaigned
against these sales, which may
amount to 14 billion dollars this
year, on the grounds that they
were indiscriminately scattering
American weapons around the
world.
But, what President Carter's
arms sales policy boils down to is

Kelly Ryan
Business Manager:

Mary Mahan
Ad Manager:

John Monsen
Secretary:

Loretta Saarinen
8111 W hltlng
PMT Person:

Joe Dee

comments should make it painfully many undergraduates over the
obvious to even the most casual . past six.years. Testimony given to
observer of his blatant ]homo- me indicates his major (dramatic
sexuality. "Entertainment" isn't :arts) and his minor \anatomy)
exactly the word for the kind of ·match his homosexual fervor. His
activities that he engages in.
reason for returning to Central is
Case Num her 53: This person is a that in Seattle they have caught on
graduate student. He is 29 years to his homosexual game much
old and has been known to have quicker than the locals have here.
had many homosexual affairs with
I have purposely left the names

out of these selected few cases
histories so that I will be able to
accumulate more information to
rid us of these people. Anita
Bryant had the right idea down
there in Florida. There is one and
o..QlY one fool-proof wa~ .to .~et
these homos off the Central cam-·
pus: to eliminate homosexuality
you must drink more orange juice.

Arms Sales Cop-Out
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nothing like what he had promised
before being elected. (It always
happens that way doesn't it?)
In its' specifics, such as they are,
the Carter policy consists of a list
of things that the US is ·not going
to do any more:
1) It is not going to be the first to
introduce new, advanced weapons
into a region.
This obviously
leaves room to sell to country A if
country B already has obtained
such weapons from somebody else.
2)
It is not going to develop
advanced weapons solely for ex-
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port. The most important such
weapon, the F-5 aircraft, was
developed on Congressional initiative after the Air Force said it
did not want the thing. Maybe ·
there's a new mood in Congress ·
now and this kind of B.S. won't
happen again - unless it would
provide some fat contract in some
Congressman's home town!
3)
It is not going to enter
agreements with other foreign
governments for significant weapons-EXCEPT ' in NATO countries in addition to Israel, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand. These
arc just about the only countries
with the industrial base for co, product ion anyway!
4) It is not 1wing to consider
requests from purchasing countries to .tr~nsfer US-sold_ arms to
third countries. Or. as the White
House put it, the US may "stipulate" that it will not consider such
a request.
Why not simply
prohibit all transfers to third
countries as a condition of sales
!ind~ more importantly, as a con- 1
dition of future sales!
5) It is nol going to promote the
sale of arms through embassies
and military representatives
abroad and also private weapons
dealers and agents will work
under tighter restrictions. Maybe
Carter, especially as long as the
example of General Singlaub's
firing in Korea remains fresh, will
have been accompanied by thoucessors in controlling the sale~
pitches of military missions
abroad. But a great many ambassadors can tell him that it's
hard to do. And private salesmen
are a different, even tougher
problem.
These points are concerned with
advanced, sophisticated weapons.
But many more people get killed
by simple, old-fashioned guns.
Conspicuously missing is any
mention of a purchasing country's

practices with respect to human
rights. · Also missing are several
other guidelines which would have
made -it easier to achieve the
Carter an- administration, announced goal of reducing the total arms
flow from the US. For example:
1) Weapons ought not to be sold
if the purchasing country needs
more than routine training in their
operation and their maintenance.
This would prevent a repetition of
the problems that the US is
encountering in Iran and Saudi
Arabia where American arms
have been accompanied by thousands of Americans to teach the
Iranians and Saudis how to use the
_gloody Lhings .•
2)
Weapons ought not to be
sold if they upset the balance of
power in a region or otherwise
prompt third world countries to
seek additional weapons. This is
how you avoid triggering local
arms races and small' (or large)
scale holocaust-don'tcha know
Jimmy? .
3) Weapon~. ought not to be
sold to pre-empt sales by other
arms' suppliers. It would be nice if
major arms manufacturing couiitries would agree tll multilateral
constraints on sales but they
probably won't. Meanwhile, the
US really doesn't have to do it just
bP-cause other countries qo~ _
4) Weapons ought not to be sold to
help balance of payments, or
reduce unit costs to U.S. forces to
support already ·rich U.S. arms
manufacturers or to maintain employment.
This last issue is the crux of the
matter. It raises the question of
whether the US can maintain an
acceptable level of economic activity without a large armaments
industry producing for export as
well as for US forces. But this is a
question which is larger than arms ·
.sales and which has to be addressed in that larger context.

"

IT'S LIKE THIS-Dr. Ron Boles helps Bob Holtz make a fishing pole.

His class went fishing
BY TIM HARRINGTON

Student reaction to a course is
one of the best ways to judge the
~
success of a class, and judging
from the comments of students
who have taken Ron Bole's Fresh
Water Angling class, the biological
science 440 workshop is definitely
a success.
.
Students who have taken Bole's
fishing class, which is being or
fered the 1st session of summer
quarter, have nothing but praise
for the course and its instructor.
Their comments range from "It
was well worth my time and
effort," to "Central has one of the
finest courses in the Northwest
and maybe in the country."
,..
Boles, who has been teaching
science education and biology at
Central for 10 years, says that the
idea of a fresh water angling class
'l.t came about when the bioloL_
department was looking for "innovations."
''We thought a course like this
~ would be of interest," said Bol~s.
"lt's done in other leading areas."
The class meets the first two
periods of the school day and
includes a fishing trip ~very other
Friday. Boles is quick to point out,
however, that the course is not for
people who just want to do
()>
fishing.
The various techniques and skills
that the class of 20 are being
taught include know tying, tackle
and line care, selection and fly
tying. In addition, each member of
the class must make his own rod
and learn how to fillet a fish.
Cl
Another unique aspect of the
course is the teaching of "fishing
etiquette" and the exposure to a
great number of fishing period' icals. "I think I've collected every
kind of fishing publication on the
market, and the number is staggering," s11_idj3oles!._
_
_
ll>
Accoramg to Boles, perhaps the
most popular and enjoyable part of:
the course is the fishing field trip
the class takes every other
Friday. The students are .able to
use their own equipment they ·
have been learning about and

working on, and everyone seems where some of the better spots in
to have a great time. The trips are the· valley were located, but true
· usually to the desert lakes where to his form Boles chuckled, "there
"the class can be together and are a lot of good places to fish, but
TIED UP-Dr. Boles ties a "Green Ugly," a fly that has proven highly
everyone is able to fish." Boles if I told you my favorite spots I
effective on local trout.
particularly likes Soda Lake be- wouldn't be a true fisherman ... "
cause of its large variety of
different kinds of fish.
"Soda Lake," said Boles, "mostly
has spiny rays, but there are some
good trout in there also."
Boles qualifications for teaching
the course are not only his
expertise on the subject, but also
his staggering amount of fishing
experience.
"I've fished ever since I was old
enough to remember and know
what it was about," he says. "I
caught my first four pound bass
when I was four years old. My
Dad loved to fi§!:i and my whole
family enjoys it."
According to Boles there is a
thing about fishing that eases both
the mind and body.
NOW IN PROGRESS AT
"It's very hard to think about
your troubles when you're fishing," he explains. "If you think
about your troubles, you've got too
many troubles or the fishing is
terrible."
Boles enjoys his class and the
experience the students receive.
"I do really enjoy teaching the
course," he said, smiling as he
added, "and it always seems to
attract a group of really nice
people who all have a great sense
of humor and are willing to try."
Boles particularly enjoys the
comments he receives from former
students who have gone on in to
the world of fishing on their own.
One card Boles received from a
student a few years ago read:
"I bought a rod; I bought a reel, I
caught a fish; Thanks!"
-The reporter (who is also a man
who enjoys fishing) asked
Central's premier fisherman

39th

ANNUAL
SUMMER SHOE SALE

MUND Y'S
SHOE STORE
************

SAVE UP TO 75%

on men's, womens or childrens shoes

* MEN'S SHOES--values to $38.-95,

. ~-

,P,rofessional Typist will do the
sis, term papers, course work
ietc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5:
925-1727.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

now $9.5 1 to $18.08
*WOMEN'S SHOES--values to $28. 95,
now $4. 76 to $12.37
*CHILDREN'S SHOES--values to $16. 95,
now $3.81 to $7. 71

Special group
Famolare

$ 16. 18

Handbags
values to $19.95

now

KED
tennis shoes

-

$6.67

$5.71

MUND Y'S
. ,\· INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

· -. 6~-3 'North

Main

925-.5539

Downtown
Open til 8:30 Friday evening
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UNCHANGED OVER THE YEARS-The
cash
register beside Gertrude Kennedy was installed in
the Brick Tavern in 1902 and it has been in use ever
since. The Brick was constructed with 45,000
bricks.
WHERE IT STARTED-Roslyn was founded because of
her rich coal reserves. From the 1880's until 1963 the
mines produced coal, most -of which fed -the railroads.

PRESERVING HERITAGE-At 83-years-old Frank Musso is still yery active. He spends his time
working in ·the Roslyn Historical Museum. After
~utting a circular piece of glass, Musso repaired an
old clock donated to the museum.

NEW PRIDE-Scraping paint is hard work, but
Mike Wick has decided to restore an old store in
Roslyn's business section. He and his wife Yvone
moved to Roslyn from the west coast six years ago,
and they now plan to open a saddle shop.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE-Mayor William
Cr a van
is
outspoken
about
his
support for Roslyn's proposed national historical
area classification. He feels more restoration of the
business section would follow.

Mining was tough, dangerous work. In 1892 45 mfuers
died in a mine explosion.

Coal town nos rich hisfO[Y-

Roslyn keeps her past a Iive
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SILENT -REMINDERS-Roslyn clings to the memory of those who built a booming coal town. There

are 23 cemeteries divided according to ethnic origin
or membership in a fraternal organization.

As lhe transcontinental railroads crept across an
unsettled wilderness a new era was born. Boom towns, immigrants and
outlaws became part of our western heritage. Those days have fongsince passed, but the legacy of westward expansion sh.1 lives. On~ living
t eslimony lo our western heritage is RoSiyn.
Roslyn is a coal town. In the days when-railroads w·ere king, Roslyn
achieved overnight importance. Her large coal reserves could feed the
appetite of the hu_ge "iron horses." Roslyn's reserve_ determL~d the
Cascade route of the Northern route of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
Today Roslyn is a sleepy little town nestled in Upper Kittitas County.
The mines are closed, but the people are proud of their heritage.
OldLimers love lo recall the days when the mines ran'- ntinouslyt when
Roslyn's 24 saloons were always busy.
The memory of Roslyn's past is kept alive by the townspeople. They
. have a deep pride which is communicated through their enthusiasm for
their Lown. Nowhere is this more obvious than at the ~oslyn Hi l orical
Museum.
The museum was built with private donations from the community.
Volunteers like Frank Musso keep it open to the public, and they are
always more than happy to answer questions. W!Jen there 11.re no
visitors he repairs items donated to the museum. The museum has
many exhibits-all donated to the museµip. by private individuals.
Many retired coal miners still live in Roslyn. Leo Mihelich is one such
miner, and he recalled his experiences in the mines. "\fter you·~~ been
in the mines awhile you get used to it," he said. Mihelich worked the·
mines from 1929 to 1944. In his 15 years as a miner he was never hurt
seriously, but he knew many men who were injured or killed in mining
accidents. Mines shafts collapsing was the most :aressing r,anger,
according to Mihelich. He explained, "You know when its (a cave-in)
coming. You can hear the timbers cracking... when the rocks started
falling I made tracks out of there." Forty-five miners died in a mine
explosion in 1892. Pictures of the worst. mining diE'"\Ster in R~slyn's
history can be seen in the museum.
The Roslyn cemetery is of interest to visitors-or rather all 23 of
Roslyn's cemeteries. Located next to each other, these cemeteries are
seL aside for different ethnic or fraternal groups. PoF h, Italian Black
and Slavic ceme.teries are memorials to some of the many groups who
made Roslyn's mines produce. Sweat and sometimes blood produced
coal for the railroads. ·
The downtown business section also retains the flavor of the Ol~West.
At Lhe Roslyn bank little has been changed since the turn -of the
century. Tellers still stand behind metal cages, the same cages in use
when the Sun Dance Kid was alleged to have made a large withdrawal
in ihe early 1900's.
~
In the Brick tavern water still runs down the spitoon located at the
bottom of its huge bar. Round tables and old chairs give the Brick an
authentic flavor. and the high ceiling gives its age away. The 45,000
bricks used to construct the building were made in R"i>lyn and win ffl·
one cenl each.
Roslyn's population consists Of many retired people, and most of its
citizens have lived in Roslyn all their lives. Many are second, third and
even fourth generation members of the community. "F.verybodyJikes it
here," Leo Mihelich points out. "Everybody who. visits here wants to
stay alter seeing Roslyn-even the_guys from Seattle."
:::lame people have moved to Roslyn, a place they feel is a great place to
live. Mike and Yvonne Wick moved to Roslyn six years ago and plan to

open a saddle shop. For them the quiet beauty of Roslyn has more
appeal than the hustle and bussel of their former home on the west side
of Washington. The Wicks have helped to restore an old builging in
Roslyn's business section. They, like other Roslyn townspeople, are
working hard to restore the original buildings and have the area
declared a national historical site.
Mayor William Craven feeis Roslyn should be declared a national
historical site, and his feelings are shared by most townspeople. "I
haven\ heard anybody against it," the mayor said. If declared a
national historical site, Roslyn would limit future development to retain
iLs rustic flavor. He feels that more restoration in the downtown
business area would take place, and this in turn would create a tourist
industry for the town.
Central students are welcome in Roslyn. As Mayor Cravan explained,
"Most people here are more than happy to show visitors around. We're
proud of what we've got." Roslyn is located three miles west of Cle
Elum.

a

A ilELPING HAND-Carl Rodrick's [left}
ancesters settled in Roslyn around the turn of
the century. After an absence of several
years, Rodrick returned to visit the gr~ve of

p A YS A PRICE-Roslyn pays price for her timeless wester.n flavor. There are few
jobs for those who finish high school, and as a result most young adults leave Roslyn

his uncle. Leo Mihelich directed him to the
museum where Frank Musso not only showed
Rodrick where his uncle was buried, but also
produced his uncle's voting record.

after graduation. Many senior citizens have found that the quret beauty of this
mountain town makes Roslyn a great place to retire.

Arts & Entertainrrient
Town relives its past every day
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT
Outside- sit the coal carts--inside ~
the numerous old clocks are ticking. Strangely, the clocks seem to
be ticking backwards. Back to
another era where 23 saloons and
one brewery dominated the landscape. An era wher_e enormous
mines loomed on the nearby
hillsides. A time when lanterns
were powered by candles.
The Roslyn Historical Museum

WE TRADE
LP's and tapes.
.g ood selection
· of used LP's
OPEN SUNDAY
Records, Tapes,
Waterbeds & Furniture
510 NORTH RUBY STREET
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

is a looking glass into the times
and lives of the men and women
who founded, built and mined the
area known as Roslyn.
The
stories that this museum has to
9ffer are infinite-they are still
being told. Th~-~useum recalls a·
time when an underground explosion killed 45 miners back in 1892.
Photos in the museum document
the grief of the townspeople
during the funeral pr9cession that
followed the calamity.
The museum in Roslyn displays
everything from the beds that the
community residents slept into ·
the various artifacts that occupied
their waking hours. An antique
telephone switchboard, a mine
shaft signaling device hooked up
to electic bell ringers, and an
electic powered cable transport,
for small items to be lowered and
raised from the mine tunnels, are
'f eatured in the museum and are in
perfect working order, though
this reporter was hesitant to ask
whether or not the TNT detonator
was sLill functional.
E~idently, the people of RQslyn
weren't all work and no play,
because two-pump style reed org.ans on display in the museum ·
appear to have been well worn
from use. The organs, however,
are still playable.
Viewing the items and folklore
in the museum pretty well convinces one that Roslyn was a
hardened, hard-working and
rough town - but some of the
lighter side of Roslyn is captured,
also. In addition to the large
_ql}.antity of beer that used to flow,

~ )

GETTING THE SCOOP-Reporter Jody Daigneault large number of artifacts from the town's coal mining
found 83-years-old Frank Musso has a wealth of days.
· info-rmation about Roslyn's past. The museum has a
Roslyn's museum points out that the history of Roslyn not found in world. All items in the museum
the town had its' own soda pop either the museum or in the have been donated and operating
factory.
They had to drink Spawn of Coal Dust can probably costs are defrayed through donasomething during Prohibition! One be obtained by asking Frank tions from private citizens. Doncan also find in the museum the Musso, the curator. Musso is 83 . ations are 50 cents for individuals
tale of Tony Bailey, the woman years old and has lived in Roslyn and one dollar for a family.
who masqueraded as a male in all his life. He donates his time
If taking in all of the museum
order to work in the mine shafts and energy to the upkeep and sights at once causes a headache,
alongside the men.
supervision of the museum. On you might peek into the large pill
A wealth of historical information top of that; he'.s one hell of a nice case that mining company doctor
Sloan donated to the museum to
can be found in the museum, in the guy.
digest entitled Spawn of Coal Dust
The museum has been officially see if there_ are any aspirin tablets which covers the time period from opened since 1970 and has at- lefL Or did they even have aspirin
1889-1955. Anything concerning tracted visitors from around the back then?

W~d~

Summer
sale I

~:;

Dresses-long & short

25%-50% ·0FF
Coats & iackets

40% ·O FF
l Rack

50%-70% OFF
_~l

Rack

5 & 10
Sportswear. pants, iackets, skirts
·Bank cards
welcome
st<!~e

Free Gift
wrapping
hours ·9 :30-5:30

M°._~~~y-Saturday

STILL GOING STRONG-The Brick has been a became a state. It still retains its old western ftavor.
place in Roslyn since Washington territory

mee~ing

Roslyn's pick; the Brick
It seems only logical that a tavern
made of bricks purchased frorµ a
local brickyard should be calledThe Brick::-- No Big Bad Wolf is
going to huff and puff and blow
this place down. The type of clay
fou,nd in Roslyn makes good
. bricks, and at only _a cent a brick,

*Fresh Flowers
*Potted Plants- *House Plants

"it's a bargain that.can't be refused.
Thus, The Brick Tavern was built
back in 1889 and was then owned
by Pete Giovanini.
The Brick has been in constant
operation since it was built.
Gertrude Kennedy, bartender and
part owner, seemed hesitant to

*Flower
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Arts & Entertainnient
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The following ·is a list of what
various retail outlets in the Ellensburg area will charge you for
albums. It should . be noted that
prices are subject to change without notice, and sometimes special
prices are found on the albums.
This list is intended to serve as a
guide rather than a set price list.
Numbers in parenthesis refer to
lhe number of albums found in the
. record package. Most, if not all,
record outlets will special order
any album that is not in stock.

i

LIST
PRICE
5.98
6.98
7.98
8.98
9.98
10.98
11.98
12.98
13.98
14.98

ACE
· STEROCRAFT
4.79
****
5.98
5.00
6.69
5.79(1) 6.25(2)
6.79(1)
7.00
7.39
7.35
8.50
****
9.00
****
10.00
•****
10.75
**"'*
./'
11.35
****

JERROLS
4.89
5.76
6.59

CZARDAS

****
5.19
5.99(1) 6.49(2)
7.29

****
8.13

****
****
**"'*
****
****
****

****
9.93(2)
10.80(3)

****
12.33(3)

ZITTING'S

DEAN'S
4.74
5.74
·6.74
7.74

4.98
5.98
6.98
7.98
8.98
9.98
10.98
11.98
12.98
13.98

****
****
****
****
****

Jody ·Dai.gneault

Hey, kids I It's Trendy Teen Time
a definabie style,-they're Qack out first side, gives the guitarist a
of it again.
chance to show how fast he can
Not only that, but he
Elegant Gypsy was masterfolly play.
displays
a
marked talent for being
recorded at Electric Lady Studios
.
in New York. Both the recording . pretty go~---..
Imaginary Voy~ge's title cut i_s
and mastering jobs were done
divided into four movements that
superbly.
DiMeola's guitarmanship on the comprise the whole of the second
album (much of it is double-track- side of the album. Some of the
ed)is hard to be talked about in many realms of jazz are explored
Interterms of positive adjectives. It's here very competently.
not that he's transcended music as change of instrumental lead work
we've all come to know and love it; (the whole album is instrumental)
it's just that he's not only all over flows smoothly and with seeminghis guitars, he's also all over the ly little, if any, effort.
Imaginary Voyage is one of
different forms of jazz-rock.
DiMeola is not merely tasteful, those albums that has had a great
he's God-awful fast these days 'as deal of work put into it, yet doesn't
well. Race With Devil On Spanish show it.
Highway is difficult to absorb in
the time it takes to listen to it.
He's somehow crammed an ordinary album's wort.h of music into six
minutes and fifteen seconds.
Roll over, Mahavishnu John.
RACING CARS
RACING CARS
Ha Ha Ha. Are you kidding?
Racing cars? Ha Ha Ha. All right,
some of it's not bad; but jeez!

rehashings from Demons and
Wizards as well.
Guitarist Mick Box is not nearly
the wild man that he used to be on
the first few Heep albums and I
think that Heep's sound suffers
because of it. Most of the musical
direction on this album appears to
be influenced by keyboardist/guitarist/vocalist Ken Hensley, who
wrote most of the songs on the
album. Box and Hensley do some
of.their best harmony guitar work
on The Hanging Tree (side two,
song one).
The mixing job done on this
album has produced a rather
low-key sound for Heep. Do You
Know (side two, cut three) cooks
like a mother, but the subtleties of
the mix keep it from exploding as
it should ..
The song Firefly (last track, side
two) gives a taste of the intensity
that Box once possessed, but,
unfortunately, Hensley's influence
soon smothers the effect.
Uriah Heep's had better days,
but at least you still can't dance to
their music.

FIREFLY
URIAH HEEP

JEAN LUC PONTY
IMAGINARY VOYAGE
Ponty does some of the strangest things ever done with a violin
on this album. Country-jazz? Sure,
why not. It's in New Country (side
ALDiMEOLA
one, cut one).
ELEGANT GYPSY
Ponty has written; produced and
Armed with musical 'greats like· arranged Imaginary Voyage and
Jam Hammer, Steve Badd and also plays organ and background
Lenny WhitS'l, Al DiMeola has synthesizer in addition to his
produced, composed and arranged excellent violin work. He doesn't,
one of the better ·albums of 1977. however, try to steal the show on
Formerly associated with Return this album. The other four musicians are allowed to show their
To Forever (as was White),
DiMeola has gone on to master musical proficiency as well. A
new and different niusieal styles in violin solo allows Ponty to go
Wandering On the Milky Way
the iazz-rock s:renre.
Spanish and Latin musical styles (side one, track three). Spacy.
are the most thoroughly explored Echoplex and all. The band rejoins
sounds on the album. The guitar- following the solo and the rest of
ist and his accompanying music- the piece is entitiled Once Upon A
ians are not long to stay in any one Dream. Really nice stuff.
Tarantula, last track on the
bag. As quickly as they move int()_

OFF
the pure.hose price of
any MEDIUM pizza with this COUPON
on in-store and

carry-out orders

Ciood I h1'ough July 27, 1977

Heep has gone through some
interesting personnel and musical
changes recently. Lead vocalist
David Byron has been dump~d and
. replaced by John Lawton formerly
with Lucifers Friend.
Trevor
Bolder, once bassist with Bowie's
Spiders From Mars now ,resides
with Heep.
Firefly exhibits more of a refined
sound than that found on earlier
Heep discs. Lawton illustrates on
Sympathy (side one, cut 2) that he
can do anJl.thing Byron ever could.
Scatter-e'd rememberances of
Demons and Wizards can be heard
floating around in Who Needs Me
(side one, cut three). The lyrics of
Wise Man (side l, cut 4) are

SPUW.!
for people
going places.
HONDA -

~·

UFO
LIGHTS OUT
UFO, originally from Germany,
is a five-member band who seem
determined to prove to the world

that, as the first song on side one
points out, they are Too Hot To
Handle. Au contraire. I tend · to
believe the title of the second
song, in that the album is: Just
Another Suicide.
Too Hot To Handle comes off like
a tune that Kiss and BTO might do
if, heaven torb1a, these oanas ever
were to combine forces.
Try Me (third song, side one)
mellows out and highlights the
vocalist and some string tracks.
It's pleasant, but doesn't really go
anywhere.
The title cut, Lights Out, finishes up side one to save that side of
the album. Lights Out has some
meat on its bones. Lights Out
moves out with some kick-butt
action.
Along Again Or (side two, song
two) brightens up side two with
the colorations produced by the
horn arrangements and acoustic
guitar work. :Not too heavy, not
too light-just right.
· Strains of Zeppelin's Whole
Lotta Love abound in Electric
Phase (side two cut three). Vocals
and slide guitar make this one of
the more listenable tracks of the
album.
UFO has broadened its horizons
on this LP.
There's a little
something for everybody. Still, I
can't help but remember Jim
Morrison's plea in When The
Music's Over... "turn out the
lights." UFO has the Lights Out; ·
they just forgot to pull the plugs
out is all.
UFO has done some nice things in
the past, but I doubt that this
album will make the band a Known
Flying Object.
According to Christian Science
Monitor, 1/z of all marijuana that
makes it into the U.S. comes froin
the South American country of
Columbia.
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Keith Wohlford

Jim my Olson told me ...
Greetings from the East. Let me
begin by quoting my favorite
long-lost Frenchman (who was
castrated near the end of my last
column). "'To pull the tail of a lion
is to open the mouth of trouble and
reveal the teeth of vengence which
will bite the tongue of deceit. "Oh,
how I feel better.
Since I've been known to bitch
loudly about movie reviews, · I
thought that I might give it a try
myself. I don't suppose that I can
do much worse than some of the
' fools who write for national publications. My first review will be
aimed at New York, New York,
starring Robert De Niro and Liza
Minelli and directed by Martin
Scorcese. This is an excellent film.
We've known for years that Liza
is a fairly effective comedienne,
but De Niro's talents as a light
comedy player are a refreshing
discovery (especially considering
his roles in Taxi Driver and
Godfather, Part Il).
The first half of the film is
amusing and pleasantly funny at
times, with most of the heavy
drama reserved for the home
stretch. Just enough shmaltz in
the right places and not too heavy
on the corn. The music (mostly
big-band and jazz from the 40's)
is outstanding. New York, New .
York takes place in post WW II
America, mostly during the late
40's. De Niro is a sax player (the
be'h.ind the-the-scenes overdub
saxophonist can really burn) and
1
Liza is the -singer in the band. I
will purposely refrain from telling
you too much about the story,
better that you should enjoy it
yourself than get it second-hand .
from me. I have been known to
send obscene candy grams to
movie reviewers who ruined a
movie by telling me too much.
Here's my nutshell analysis: highlights 1. DeNiro's acting 2. the
music and Liza's singing 3. the
clothes and the cars
4.
a
well-written script 5. no real .
violence to speak of 6. a lot of ·
authenticity in the way bank life is
portrayed. The Low Points: 1.
some sketchy editing 2. film is a
little too long. This movie will
make you feel good, which says a
lot.for any film these days.
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Hey, all you big macho footballtypes: each fall the City Parks
Dept. sponsors a flag football
league, mainly for over-the-hill and
never-was-been gridiron artist.
There are a lot of guys around ;ho
would like to play but the main
problem is in getting someone to
organize a team and to get it out
on the field. So, find yourself a few
ballplayers and call the Parks
Dept. at 962-9863 for more details,
It should be a good season. Last
year's champs, The Horseshoe
Tavern, look strong with such
returning standouts as Steve
"Flypaper" Egler, Kevin "Miracle
Man" Dellinger, Bob "Magilla"
Bender and Andy "Man Mountain"
Cooper.
Inside word has it,
however, that the smart money is
going on the "Blitzville Nine,"
legendary bombers (not to men-_:...
tion their passing attack) of
~I!ensburg.
Blitzville boasts a
veritable plethora of real meateaters. For instance, NICK l ne
Hammer" Perovich, Mike "Iron
Man" Doll, "Big Dave" Standish.
Jeff "The Doctor" Hocker, Lawrence "Tooer" Brown, Tom
"Wheels" Garvey and this year's
surprise recruit, Kevin "Gus"
McAfee (look out ol' Mackie is
back!) Play usually gets underway
in September, so get your team
together!

The Agony and the Ecstasy
(con'd): How to avoid terminal
heartburn and eat good chow on
the road.
When in Whitefish,
Montana (Big Mountain Ski Re:
sort), try "The Place."
This
restaurant is incredible. The best
barbecued beef ribs anywhere,
smoked in The Place's own
smokehouse. The tenderloin is
also outstanding and the decor is
authentic Wild-West Montana.
Prices are very reasonable and the
owners are super people. For a
good bite near by, go about 25
minutes from Ellensburg on the
Blewett Pass Highway to the
Mineral Springs Resort. Everythis is tasty-real french fries,
fries, .. home-made; pies, the best
breaded veal around (you've got to
go some to top the Hiway Grill in
tpi~ei!artment), nice waitresses __

t;ftdeline's
·~Cafe

OUR GREAT NEW
MENU IS HERE

DINNERS UPSTAIRS
IN THE

CIDER PRESS ROOM
Don't forget to visit
our lounge too
Open Mon thru Fri until 10 pm
Sat until Bpm-Sun 9am-2pm
315 South Main

962-9982

and pleasant wood-and-stone aptly named "Palouse Pie."
the week; I'm sure the pool will be
dining .room, featuring a huge
open by the next issue.
roaring fireplace (in winter only).
Easier to Say it than Do it Dept.:
Well, folks, that's about all ol'
Mineral Springs' Agate Room is
The kids in this town really need Jimmy Olson told me this week.
also very comfortable if you want a swimming pool. The last I heard, Next issue I'll be back with lots
to quaff down a few hard ones it would cost about $100,000 to more inane baloney, a movie
renovate the existing pool at review two, a few more resbefore dinner.
If you're near Grand Forks, B.C., Memorial Park (which was closed taurants and who knows what
check out the Yale Hotel, genuine by the Health Dept.). I know other topical subjects of great
Russian cuisine is featured, as well taxes are high, but with all the big interest (wake up, there are only a
as a host of other dishes. The cash in this valley (are all you rich few more lines to read) . Until the
Borsch and homemade bread top guys reading this?) there should next time, remember these
the lists of musts at the Yale. If be some way to have a real pool poignant words from the lips of
you're ever in Pullman and hungry instead of the annual all-summer that infamous French contralto
-you're in trouble. About the Yakima River Drowning Derby. (was it the Count Escargot_or
only place worth mentioning is the Besides that, since the pool clos-ed, Claude Coupe?) "The DestructMisfit. The food and service is there's no place for the semi- tion." Be nice to old folks, and
excellent, sort of Chapter Eleven . grownups to stage their ~fter watch out for solicitors from the
style. Good prime rib and a great midnight owver-the-fence skmny- Richard Nixon Defense Fund
salad bar with an excellent dessert dip raids. So there's my gripe of disguised as ·campfire Girls.

•

•

Nate Smith

..

Punk rock review
This is probably the best rock and
roll album to be released in the
seventies and anyone who doesn't
agree is probably some type of
English-Classical-Garbage-RockFan Wimp; either that or a
modern Jazz fan-which if. a fate
worse than death. But ib's their
loss because Blondie is t~ greatri
_
est, you simpletons!
The main point in Blondie's favor
is that you can dance to their
music. I can dance to them and
that's saying a lot. I haven't been
able to dance to an album since
Revolver, or at least I haven't felt
like it. But I dance to Blondie all
the· time, 'cause it's got that
dancing feeling, you know?
Put on the le.ad cut., "X Offender."
If you can sit still aurmg this one
you're a better man than I. It's
a touching story of a young girl

Housing code

being arrested for prostitution and
falling in love with the cop.
Happens every day. It's really
a poignant vignette of life in our
society. "Public defender/ you had
to admit you wanted the love of a
sex offender," she cries. "And
when I get out there's no doubt/I'll,
be a sex offender to you." Brings a
tear to the eye.
Or how about Attack of the Giant
Ants?"
It's a bright calypso
number about the destruction of
mankind by giant ants from outer
space.
"Giant ants from ·
space/snuff the human race/then
they eat your face/never leave a
trace/la la la."
"Rip Her to Shreds" is a delightful psychotic piece. "Her nose job
is real atomic... she looks like she
·washes with comet... she's so dull/
come on rip her to shreds." "In the
Sun" is simply the best surfing
song since "Don't Back Down."
"Man Overboard" is the obligatory
disco song, but even that's okay.
James Destri is the best organ
player since Ray Manzerak. He
makes Rich Wakeman sound ·like
the Klutz we all know him to be.
Chris Stein is no guitar wizard but
he plays more creatively than the
guy in- The Ramones (huh?). But
I've got to admit it, this band is
held together by Blondie herself,
Debbie Harry. She is one va-

vooma monstrola broad, lemme
tell ya. Great gams and plenty of
pizzazz. There are some great pix
of her on the front and back covers
(if you can find a copy that some
guy hasn't been drooling all over).
Oh yeah, and she sings pretty.
good, too.
Put it all together and you get
one heck of_an L.P. Best thing
New York's produced since the
Dictators. Buy this album and be a
teenager all over again.

Letter from·
the Editor

I'm not sure it occurs to people on
this UNIVERSITY campus that it
takes interesting and informative
writers to put an interesting and
informative newspaper on the
stands. The CRIER has a very
Action is expected on the City of
small staff and that makes the
Ellensburg's Rental Housing Code
work hard on everyone involved
at next Monday's City Council
with this publication. We need
meeting. The rental code has been
WRITERS, either as regular staff
the subject of heated debate
members who will be willing to
during the past year. Various
take assignments, or people who
proposals have been submitted
just have an idea that they would
since the Ellensburg Housing and
like to turn in as a story to be run
Communiity Development Comin the CRIER. Writing for the
mittee took up the challenge of
CRIER is a fine way to pick up a
creating a rental housing code for
few credits in an individual conEllensburg last October.
The
tract or internship or it can just
proposal the council is expected to
keep your mind from turning to
act upon is a revision of exsisting
The Man On The Flying Trapeze,
jello over the summer. You can
A Bird In A Gilded Cage and
housing codes.
even get cash for the articles that
Silver Threads Among The Gold
are published! A larger number of
wil! be among the old time songs
presented by The Good Camj>an- writers allows us to serve a
ions in a program of Music Hall broader range of interests.
Tropical Fish
Letters to the Editor are due on
Theatre in Threepenny Playhouse,
noon Thursday, one week prior to
on
July
18
and
19
at
Barge
Hall,
A.II aquarium &
8:30pm. admission is complimen- the publication date. All letters
will be printed unedited unless
tary.
_fish supplies
they exceed 400 words. Letters
Hours: noon to 6 pm
Unparalleled attractions feature
longer than 400 words may be
the following artists: Jan Paul and edited for length is dictated by
962-9106
Rte. 3
Arthur Fuller of Kennewick, Dan ' space limitations.
llcatH l Miln llrtlt OI
Leighton of Thorp, Diana Edge or
If you have an opinion that is too
ON y.,1q1 N'w" Oo Wi11M c.eH hM
Seattle, Becky Thompson, Herbert
lengthy tO be expressed in a letter,
Williams and Blythe Harsha of
which you feel merits the attention
closed Sun. & Mon.
Ellensburg.
of the CRIER readers, you may
submit it as a FORUM COLUMN.
The Forum Column is a space
where any member of the Central
community may present a well
thought out viewpoint on a topic of
current interest.
CARTOONISTS are encour·
aged to submit their work for
publication on the letters page and
the ·purchase price of
may also pick up some extra cash
for their work.
any LARGE pizza with this COUPON
The CRIER will be appearing on
alternate Thursdays for the duraon in-store and carry out orders
tion_of summer· quarter and will
return to its usual weekly schedule'
Good through July 27, 1977
in the Fall.

action expected

Musical
scheduled
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Sports notes

Superstars blown out by Sounders I
BY ROBIN CAMPO

and Giorgio Chinaglia, the Italian
super-forward, was often left
standing in the midst of three,
four, and five Sounder defenders
· who easily stifled any threat that
he tried to develop. Mean""'.hile, on
the other end of the field, the
Sounder attack was churning.
New York's German import, Franz
Beckenbauer, was able to slow
down the Sounders' offensive maneuvers but he and the rest of his
defensive crew weren't able to
stop them. Franz "The Kaiser"
was seen more than once yelling at
the other New York defenders
trying to get them to move and to
play their positions.
One New York player who warrants further comment is the
Brazilian~ Rildo. He came up to the
NASL with Pele and brought his
inferior abilities with him. Rildo,
unlike Pele, pos~esses no skill to
speak of outside of the skill to play
as filthy as he can. He blatantly

A crowd of 41,270 witnessed the
Seattle Sounders triumph over the
New York Cosmos in the Kingdome on July 10th- Ordinarily
that isn't front page news but it
rapidly becomes interesting when
one is an avid soccer fan and
realizes the sig-nificance of the
pf.eceding sentence. Th_e wv.rJ.Q.
famous soccer player Pele is a
member of the New York Cosmos
and it was his team that suffered
defeat at the hands of the very
able Sounders.
Pele, for the
uninitiated, is a Brazilian super
goal scorer, an avid promoter or
junior soccer in the USA, the guy
who does fancy stuff with the
soccer ball while drinking all that
Pepsi on the TV commercials and
just a nice guy. His arrival into
the North American Soccer
League was intended to throw fear
into the hearts of every goalkeeper in North America as it has
in South America and in World
Cup competition. That wasn't the
case with Tony Chursky and the
Sounders last Sunday afternoon.
Chursky, a member of the Canadian National team, did his job for
the Sounders through some of the
BY TIM HARRINGTON
most soectacular g-oalkeeping that
Seattle fans have ever seen. Central's football coach, Tom
Chursky kept the Cosmos from · Parry, recently returned to Ellensmounting any real threat by · burg after assisting the Canadian
moving his defenders around at Football League's (CFL) Edmonjust the right times. When that ton Eskimos' four-man coaching
tactic failed he proceeded to knock · staff for three weeks.
the ball out of the goalmouth w1tn
Parry was asked to assist the
almost superhuman leaps. The Eskimos by Edmonton's new head
most stunning play occurred when coach Hugh Campbell. Parry was _
he made a split-second flying leap an assistant at Washington State
with one arm extended to flick University when Campbell was a
away a shot that was a sure goal record-sett~ng reciever in 1960.
with anyone else but Chursky in
Parry worked with the Eskimos'
there. Some of the plays were
almost enough to make the long- offense and found the experience
time Sounder fan forget about the both interesting and educational.
heroics of the Sounders first goalie "It was a ·very good experience,"
during their initial two y~ars- · noted :parry, ''I'll be going into this~
Barry Watling. For good luck, season with a much better inChurskv has adopted the . old sight."
Watling trick of stuffed baby toys The Eskimos, who worked out at
sitting m the back of the goal. it ·North American Baptist College
worked for Barry and it's working outside of Edmonton, have almost
for Tony as well.
an entire new coaching staff this
The Sounders won the match 1-0 year and the first thing Central's
on some spectacular work by the coach did was to inform the
Sounder frontline. Jimmy Robert- players of his lack of knowledge
son executed a be&utiful pass to about Canadian football. "I told
Micky Cave who drove a centering them right at first, " says Parry,
pass to the far post onto the head "that I was learning all about the
of Jocky Scott. Scott, who looks whole system and to bear with me.
more like an American football
Everything worked out fine.
player than an English soccer star, They were a great bunch of men."
headed the ball to the near post
According to Parry, this Canadside and into the goalmouth fooling ian boom city with a population of
the New York goalkeeper Shep 500,000 is in love with the Ekimos.
Messing in a lightning fast display Edmonton plays at Clarke Stadof skill. The Sounders should have ium, which has a capacity of
had at least two more goals in the 23,600 and a ticket for an Eskimos'
match but Robertson's header and game can't be found. "You can't
Tom Jen kins' rifle shot both hit buy a ticket to a game... they're
the goalposts and came back out always sold out," says Parry,
which, unfortunately, doesn't "They're building a new stadium
count on the scoreboard.
and are about a half done. It will
The brilliant defensive work of have a capacity of 44,000."
Mike -England, Davey Gilfett and
One thing that impressed Parry
. Adrian \Vebster kept N~w __J_ork about Canadian football was the
from mounting much of an offense. wide-openness of the game. The
Pele was completely shut qown Canadian football field is_llO yards

tripped Robertson at least three
times which didn't help matters
much for him. (Robertson's leg
was broken last year by exactly
the same sort of play by some
equally dirty players from Philadelphia whose names will not
desecrate this newspaper.) After
being warned by the referee (who
shall also remain nameless) the
Seattle fans rallied to Robertson's
side by promptly and loudly booing every time that Rildo touched
the ball. It wasn't just a few
scattered boos but an entire
stadium that booed each time he
either threw the ball in from
out-of-bounds or .played the ball on
the field. Seattle fans are getting
a reputation for booing those
players in any sport who are dirty
players or crybabies. That's why
Rick Barry doesn't fair so well
here either.
- In any event, this visit to. Seattle
was Pele's last hurrah as this is his

last season in the NASL. He is
retiring at the age of 36 with the
legend of being the best player to
have ever played the ' game. His
brilliance was visibly dimmed by
the performance of Mike England.
In a repeat performance of their
1975 meeting at Memorial Stadium
in the Seattle Center (which the
Sounders won 2-0) England kept
Pele's moves to a minimum by
denying him the ball and stripping
him of it when the ball finally did
get there. Adrian Webster contributed by giving a friendly little
trip to Pele as he was getting up
after a collision in which Webster
knocked the ball away from him.
Pele wasn't too happy about falling
on his face in front of all those fans
so he made· a futile plea to the
referee which the crowd also
loved.
Topping this all off, Pele decided
that if he couldn't beat them that
he had better join them and

proceded to utilize some heretofore dead amateurish moves that
neatly handed the ball back to the
Sounders upon almost every subsequent occasion. He even stood
and watched the ball roll off his
foot out-of-bounds in the middle of
a New York attack on . Seattle's
goal. The assistant coach for New
York called Pele's performance the
worst "since coming to America."
It would be better classified as a
case of "old Muhammad Ali ·legs"
and a signal to the NASL that the
Seattle Sounders are not to be
trifled with by any superstars. It
reminds me how true a couple of
the banners hanging in the Kingdome were. One said, "Three
stars don't a Cosmos make" and
the other said, "The Cosmos stars
mav twinkle bright, but the SQunder lads are Dyno-mite." Hello,
Sounders. It's nice to support a
winner. Goodbye, Pele. It was
good while it lasted.

Parry assists Canadian pros
long and 185 feet wide, compared
to American football's iOO yard
long and 165 foot wide field and
even thougb.12 men are used on a
side in Canada compared to 11 in
the States, the width of the field is
hard to cover. "The games are so
wide open ... the field is so much
wider and there's only one extra
player," notes Parry.
"Every
team has a speedster that can
break through one of these big
gaps and go all the way. With the
field so wide open that you can
easily get beat by a team that isn't
as good as yours." ·
As far as Edmonton's prospects
go, Parry feels that the Eskimos
have a fine team. "They're going
to be good," says Parry, "their

biggest weakness is at what they
call the inside receiver position,
but all the other positions are
strong.
The Eskimos appear to be especially strong at quarterback with·
Tom Wilkerson from Wyoming
and Bruce Lemmering from Santa
Barbara, Calif., both of whom
Parry calls "e:X:trememely intelligent". In order to insure that the
CFL doesn't become Americanized, only 14 Americans are allowed on each team, thus aJ:cording to
Parry, "If you're an American and
want to play, you've got to be a
starter." When asked to compare
the CFL to the National Football
League (NFL), Parry rep_lj~!L_
"there's no doubt that the CFL

Rainbow
Farms
*outrageous mexican food
*home made soups
*fresh salads
*fresh baked wheat & rye sandwiches
fruit smoothi.e s with a variety of
ice cold fruit drinks

*

O·TACO

105 W. 3rd
925-3050

10th I Alder

isn't as good as the NFL... but
they're.good enough."
The nine-team · CFL plays a
demanding sc.hedule and with
playoff games counted, a team
may play 23 games in a season.
The season also starts very early,
as Edmonton opens the regular
season July18th against Winnipeg.
Parry will return to his duties
as Wildcat head eoach, as the Cats'
open fall drills in early September.
The regular season opens September 24th at Pacific Lutheran.
·In looking back at his three
:weeks with a Canadian pro-football team Parry reflects, "It was
an interesting experience for an
old coach-it's an entire· new ,
horizon."
·

